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Testing Bell’s inequality and measuring the entanglement using superconducting nanocircuits
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An experimental scheme is proposed to test Bell’s inequality by using superconducting nanocircuits. In this
scheme, quantum entanglement of a pair of charge qubits separated by a sufficiently long distance may be
created by cavity quantum electrodynamic techniques; the population of qubits is experimentally measurable
by dc currents through the probe junctions, and one measured outcome may be recorded for every experiment.
Therefore, both locality and detection-efficiency loopholes should be closed in the same experiment. We also
propose a useful method to measure the amount of entanglement based on the concurrence between Josephson
qubits. The measurable variables for Bell’s inequality as well as the entanglement are expressed in terms of a
useful phase-spaceQ function.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, with the development of experimental tec
niques and the growing interest in quantum informatio
more and more attention has been devoted to experimen
testing the violation of Bell’s inequality@1#, as well as mea-
suring the amount of entanglement of entangled partic
Entanglement of particles, an idea introduced in physics
the famous Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen~EPR! gedanken ex-
periment@2#, is one of the most strikingly nonclassical fe
tures of quantum theory. In quantum mechanics, particles
called entangled if their states cannot be factored into sin
particle states. This inseparability leads to a stronger co
lation between entangled quantum systems than clas
ones. Since Bell’s pioneering work@1# that EPR’s implica-
tion to explain the correlations using a hidden parame
would contradict the predictions of quantum physics, a nu
ber of experimental tests have been performed@3–8#. Many
of these experiments@3–7# have been done by using photo
to prepare EPR pairs. Very recently, trapped atoms were
used in the experiment@8# for testing Bell’s inequality to
raise the efficiency when reading out the state. The viola
of Bell’s inequality may be considered as a manifestation
the irreconcilability of quantum mechanics and ‘‘local rea
ism,’’ and all recent experiments have agreed with the p
dictions of quantum mechanics.

Nevertheless, two important experimental loopholes m
that the evidence reported in the previous experiments
inclusive @9,10#. The first of these loopholes is the so-call
locality loophole: whenever measurements are performed
two spatially separated particles, any possibility of sign
propagating with a speed equal to or less than the velocit
light between the two parts of the apparatus must be
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cluded. This loophole was closed in the experiments repo
in Refs.@6,7#. The second one is referred to as the detecti
efficiency loophole, which argues that in most optical expe
ments, only a very small fraction of the particles genera
are actually detected. So it is possible that for each meas
ment, the statistical sample provided by the detected is
ased. Since improving the detection efficiency in expe
ments with pairs of entangled photons is found to be m
difficult than expected, closing this loophole experimenta
is achieved by using two massive entangled trapped ions@8#,
where the states are easier to be detected than those of
tons. But the experiment@8# does not close the locality loop
hole. To close both loopholes in the same experiment con
ues to be a big challenge at present@10#.

In this paper, we propose a scheme to test Bell’s inequ
ity in the Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt~CHSH! @11#
type and to measure the entanglement in superconduc
nanocircuits. At first glance, the possibility of testing Bel
inequality in this system may seem to be a trivial gener
zation of the corresponding tests by using photons@3–7# or
trapped ions@8#. However, we show that the experiment pr
posed here has its own advantages. First, it is possible
both loopholes mentioned above may be closed in the s
experiment. Thus, the loophole-free experiment propo
here may lead to a full logically consistent rejection of a
local realistic hypothesis@10#. Recently, very promising de
velopment was reported for Josephson-junction qubits un
control @12–15#. The charge state in a superconducting b
may be considered as a qubit system. We first address ho
prepare a pair of entangled charge qubits in a sufficien
long distance@16#, which fully enforces the requirement fo
strict relativistic separation between measurements. Cont
to the experiments using photons, where many photon p
are missed, the charge states in the superconducting b
may be detected in every measurement, thus the dat
Bell’s experiments are obtained using the outcome of ev
experiment, thereby no fair-sampling hypothesis is requir
Consequently,both the locality loophole and the efficienc
loophole should be closed in the same experiment propo
here. Second, quantum mechanics violates Bell’s inequa
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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for a state ofN-qubit system by an amount that grows exp
nentially with N @17#. The nature of being solid-state bas
makes Josephson-junction system large scalable, that is
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger~GHZ! state @the maximally
entangled states ofN(.2) particles# @18# may be achieved
in principle, in superconducting nanocircuits. However, d
to experimental techniques, it is very hard to obtain ma
particle entangled states in realistic experiments with p
tons or trapped atoms. Last, but not the least, the Joseph
junction system proposed here is a mesoscopic sys
Comparing with the systems consisting of a small numbe
microscopic particles, such as photons or trapped ions, w
quantum entanglement is generally believed to exist, the
perconducting box considered here involves a huge num
of Cooper pairs. To test the nonlocality of a system conta
ing a large number of particles is attractive for research
the border between classical and quantum physics. Fur
more, since the CHSH type of Bell’s inequality is not ve
efficient for demonstrating nonlocality and all entangl
states would violate a kind of Bell’s inequality@19#, detec-
tion of the amount of entanglement is also proposed her

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we demo
strate that the three basic ingredients required by Bell’s
periment are experimentally feasible in Josephson charge
bit systems. In Sec. III, an experimental scheme for tes
the Bell’s inequality is proposed. In Sec. IV, measuring t
entanglement based on concurrence in the Josephson
tion systems is studied. The paper ends with a brief su
mary.

II. ENTANGLED STATES IN JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS

A Bell experiment suggested by CHSH@11# consists of
three basic ingredients@8#. The first one is the preparation o
a pair of entangled particles in a repeatable way, with the
particles being separated with a sufficiently long distan
Second, each particle can be manipulated by any rota
operations~single-qubit gates!. Finally, a classical property
with two possible outcomes may be detected for each
ticle. We now show that all these three ingredients are f
sible in superconducting nanocircuits.

The charge qubits in Josephson junctions. The systems
we considered are shown in Fig. 1. A single Josephs
junction qubit consists of a superconducting electron b
formed by a symmetric superconducting quantum inter
ence device~SQUID! with Josephson couplingsEJ

0 , pierced
by a magnetic fluxfx and subject to an applied gate volta
Vx52enx /Cx @2enx is the offset charge, see Fig. 1~a!#. In
the charging regime@where EJ

0!Ech with Ech5e2/2(Cx

12EJ
0) being the single-electron charging energy# and at low

temperatures, the system behaves as an artifical spin-1/2
ticle in a magnetic field, and the Hamiltonian may be e
pressed as@12#

H52
1

2
EJsx2Ech~122nx!sz , ~1!

whereEJ52EJ
0cos(pfx /f0) with f05p\/e is a tunable ef-

fective Josephson coupling parameter, whose value ca
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controlled by external fluxfx . sx,z are the Pauli matrices. In
Eq. ~1!, we have chosen that charge statesn50 andn51
~heren is the number of excess Cooper-pair charges on
box! correspond to spin basis statesu↑&[(0

1) and u↓&[(1
0),

respectively. A series ofN such qubits may be couple
through an inductorL @see Fig. 1~b!#. An effective interaction
is given by@12#

Hint52(
i , j

EJ
( i )EJ

( j )

EL
sy

( i )sy
( j ) , ~2!

whereEL5@f0
2/(p2L)#(112CJ

0/Cx)
2 andsy

( j ) is they com-
ponent of Pauli matrices of thej th qubit. Then the total
Hamiltonian of the system is equivalent to

H5
1

2 (
i 51

N

~sx
( i )Bx

( i )1sz
( i )Bz

( i )!1(
i , j

J( i j )sy
( i )sy

( j ) , ~3!

where Bx
( i )[2EJ(fx

( i )), Bz
( i )[22Ech(122nx

( i )), and J( i j )

[2EJ
( i )EJ

( j )/EL . It is worth pointing out that all parameter
in Eq. ~3! are experimentally controllable by the extern
classical variablesfx

( i ) andnx
( i ) . Thereby, any entangled sta

as well as single-qubit gate required in Bell’s experiment
feasible.

The preparation of a pair of entangled qubits.For sim-
plicity, but without loss of generality, we consider the tw

FIG. 1. Josephson qubits system.~a! A single Josephson qubi
~Ref. @12#!. A superconducting island is coupled by two Josephs
junctions~each with capacitanceCJ

0 and Josephson coupling energ
EJ

0) to a superconducting lead, and through a gate capacitor
voltage sourceVx . This dc SQUID is tuned by external fluxFx ,
which is controlled by the current through the inductor loop~dashed
line!. ~b! A series of Josephson qubits coupled by the LC-oscilla
mode ~Ref. @12#!. ~c! Schematic picture of quantum transmissio
between two Josephson-junction charge qubits in cavities conne
by a quantum channel.
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qubit case. By takingBz
( i )50, B52EJ

( i )/2 for each single
Josephson qubit, andJ[2EJ

2/EL , the Hamiltonian may be
rewritten as

H5B~sx
(1)1sx

(2)!1Jsy
(1)sy

(2) . ~4!

The exact solution may be obtained when parametersB and
J are time independent. Note that any entangled state
be generated even if the initial state is a product st
For example, in terms of computational bas
$u00&,u01&,u10&,u11&%, with the initial state being chosen a
uc(t50)&5u00&, the state of the system at timet is found to
be

uc~ t !&53
1

2
e2 iJt1

a2J

4a
e2 iat1

a1J

4a
eiat

2 i
B

a
sin~at !

2 i
B

a
sin~at !

2
1

2
e2 iJt1

a2J

4a
e2 iat1

a1J

4a
eiat

4 , ~5!

wherea[A4B21J2. Besides, whent5np/a, and J5(m
11/2)a/n (m, n are both integers andnÞ0), we have

uc~ t !&5
~21!n2 i ~21!m

2
u00&1

~21!n1 i ~21!m

2
u11&.

~6!

This is the maximally entangled state for a pair of qubits@as
the concurrence of this state defined in Eq.~17! below is 1],
and thus, four Bell’s states may be derived from it by simp
rotating one of the qubits. In the following discussions w
assumeuc& in Eq. ~5! as our starting point for the test.

The entanglement between two distant Josephson-junc
qubitsmay be created by the cavity quantum electrodyna
~QED! techniques. A simple configuration of quantum tran
mission between two nodes consists of two Josephson ch
qubits 1 and 2 which are strongly coupled to their respec
cavity modes with the same frequencyn, as shown in Fig.
1~c!. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the qu
with the cavity mode is@16#

H j5\nS aj
†aj1

1

2D1Ech~2nx
~ j !21!s j

z2
1

2
EJ~f j !

3~e2 i [g(a1a†)]s j
11H.c.! ~ j 51,2!, ~7!

whereaj
† andaj are the creation and annihilation operato

respectively, for cavity modej, s j
65(s j

x6 is j
y)/2, andg is

the coupling constant between the junctions and the ca
Based on this kind of coupling and following the meth
described in Ref.@20#, we may transfer the quantum state
one qubit to another separated far away. Moreover, by u
quantum repeaters@21#, any long-distance entanglement m
be realized, at least in principle. Therefore, a possible s
nario to generate an entangled state of long-distant qu
01231
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required by nonlocally testing Bell’s inequality is as follow
we may first create an initial entangled state@as Eq.~5!# of
two charge qubits in one node, and then transfer the stat
one of the pair to another node by the cavity QED techniq

A universal set of single-qubit gatesis feasible in the sys-
tems. The coupling between charge qubits should
switched off by settingJ50 in single-qubit gates. Param
etersfx and nx in Eq. ~1! are experimentally controllable
By assumingfx5f0/2 andnx time independent, the evolu
tion operator is derived as

Uz~uz!5exp~2 iuzsx/2! ~8!

with uz52Ech(122nx)t/\. Similarly, by assumingnx
51/2 andfx time independent, we have

Ux~ux!5exp~2 iuxsz/2! ~9!

with ux52EJ(fx)t/\. The gates described by Eqs.~8! and
~9! are a well-known universal set of single-qubit gates: a
unitary rotation can be decomposed into a product of suc
sive gates in this set. The gates described by Eqs.~8! and~9!
may be referred to as dynamic gates@22#. It is worth pointing
out that a universal set of quantum gates in this system m
also be realized by using pure geometric phases@15#.

The detection method.The population of qubits in state
u0& or u1& may be experimentally measured by the dc c
rents through the probe junctions@13#. Putting a probe junc-
tion in each qubit, as described in Ref.@13#, the measurable
dc currents through the probe junction are generated by
following process:u1& emits two electrons to the probe
while u0& does nothing. Consequently, a classical prope
with two possible outcomes as required by Bell’s expe
ments, may be detected. The advantage of the above d
tion technique lies in that a measured outcome may be
corded for every experiment, thereby closing the detect
loophole in the same experiment.

All in all, the three basic ingredients required by CHS
type Bell’s experiment are, in principle, feasible in superco
ducting nanocircuits presented here.

III. TESTING BELL’S INEQUALITY

The detection method addressed above provides a co
nient way to experimentally measure the population of
Josephson qubit in stateu0& or u1&, and hence is sufficien
for testing the Bell inequality@23#. We show here that the
CHSH combination@11# can be presented by a useful phas
space distribution functionQ for the qubits, which can be
calculated through the probabilities of finding certain qub
in state u0& or u1&. Assuming that two distant qubits de
scribed by Eq.~5! have been created, and each qubit can
manipulated by unitary operatorsUx,z in Eqs.~8! and ~9!, a
new state given by

uc~n1 ,n2!&5g1
1~n1!g2

1~n2!uc& ~10!

is derived by rotating separately each qubit inuc& described
by Eq.~5!. Evolution operatorgj (nj )5Uz(f j )Ux(u j ) with a
unit vector nj5(sinujcosfj ,sinujsinfj ,cosuj) and j
5-3
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(51,2) denoting qubitj. When measuring stateuc(n1 ,n2)&,
the probability to find thej th qubit in stateu0& is

Qj~nj !5^0 j uTriÞ j$uc~n1 ,n2!&^c~n1 ,n2!u%u0 j&, ~11!

and the probability to find both qubits in stateu0& is

Q12~n1 ,n2!5u^01u^02uc~n1 ,n2!&u2. ~12!

On the other hand, we may write

unj&5gj~nj !u0 j&5cos~u j /2!e2 if j /2u0 j&

2 i sin~u j /2!eif j /2u1 j&,

which can be understood as the qubit state in the ph
space. Then we find that Eq.~11! can be rewritten as

Qj~nj !5^nj ur j unj&, ~13!

which is just theQ function for the j th qubit, wherer j
5TriÞ j$uc&^cu% denotes the reduced density matrix of t
j th qubit. Equation~12! can also be rewritten as

Q12~n1 ,n2!5u^n1u^n2uc&u2, ~14!

which is just the jointQ function for the system of two
qubits. Thus the CHSH combination is given by@23,24#

G5Q12~0,0!1Q12~n,0!1Q12~0,n8!2Q12~n,n8!2Q1~0!

2Q2~0!, ~15!

which must satisfy the inequality21<G<0 for local theo-
ries.

We now consider a two-qubit system. Substituting t
state described by Eq.~5! into Eq. ~15!, we have

G52sin4
u

2
1cosat cosJt2

J

a
sinat sinJt

1
1

4 S cosat sinJt1
J

a
sinat cosJtD sin2u sin~f11f2!

2
B2

a2
sin2atS 224 sin4

u

2
1sin2u cosf1cosf2D

1
B

a
sinat sinu sin2

u

2
@sinJt~sinf11sinf2!

1cosat~cosf11cosf2!#. ~16!

For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we here ha
chosenu15u25u for un1& and un2& in the calculation. In
Fig. 2, we plotG as a function oft andu whenB5J51 and
f15f250. It is seen clearly that the violation of Bell’
inequality for bothG,21 and G.0 may appear in this
system. In fact, with other choices for parametersB, J, f1,
and f2, function G will still have a similar shape and th
violation can easily be found. Therefore, the system p
sented here may be a promising candidate for testing B
inequality.
01231
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IV. MEASURING THE ENTANGLEMENT
OF FORMATION

On the other hand, it is well known that Bell’s inequali
is not very efficient for demonstrating nonlocality, and a b
ter parameter to characterize nonlocality should be
amount of entanglement. Thus it is also highly desirable
develop a feasible method to measure the latter. We n
show that the entanglement based on concurrence can al
represented by the phase-spaceQ function and thus can be
experimentally detected.

If we write a state in the form as

uc&5a0u00&1a1u01&1a2u10&1a3u11&,

then concurrenceC of stateuc& is defined as@25#

C2~ uc&)5u^cusy^ syuc* &u254ua0a32a1a2u2, ~17!

and the amount of entanglement can be expressed as

E~ uc&)52S 11A12C2

2 D log2S 11A12C2

2 D
2S 12A12C2

2 D log2S 12A12C2

2 D . ~18!

Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~17!, the concurrence of the
state in Eq.~5! is derived as

C2~ uc&)5
J4

a4
sin4~at !1

J2

4a2
@sin2~2at !

28 sin2~at !sin2~Jt!#1
J

2a
sin~2at !sin~2Jt!

1sin2~Jt!. ~19!

FIG. 2. DimensionlessG as a function oft (1/a) and u when
B5J51 andf5f850. The two plates cutG at 0 and21, re-
spectively.
5-4
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Let P0 , P1 , P2, and P3 denote the four probabilities
associated with outcomes (u00&,u01&,u10& and u11&) when
measuringsz^ I and I ^ sz , and P11 , P12 , P21 , and
P22 denote the four corresponding probabilities when m
suring sz^ I and I ^ sx . The concurrence in Eq.~17! is
found to satisfy@26#

C254@P1P21P0P322AP0P1P2P3cos~a1b!#,
~20!

with

cosa5
2P112P02P1

2AP0P1

,

cosb5
2P211P01P121

2AP2P3

.

The concurrence of a pure two-qubit state may be m
sured by detection of theQ function defined in Eqs.~11! and
~12! since all variables in Eq.~20! are determined by them
By choosing

na5~0,0,21!,

nb5~0,1,0!,

nc5~0,21,0!,

which correspond to

g1~na!5eipsx/2,

g1~nb!5eipsx/4eipsz/4,

g1~nc!5eipsx/4e2 ipsz/4,

we find that the probabilities that appeared in Eq.~20! are
related to theQ function by

P05Q12~0,0!, P15Q12~0,na!,

P25Q12~na,0!, P35Q12~na ,na!,

P115Q12~0,nb!, P125Q12~0,nc!,

P215Q12~na ,nb!, P225Q12~na ,nc!.

Thus the concurrence as well as the amount of entanglem
can be deduced by detecting the probabilities of qubits
stateu0&.

A theoretical result for the amount of entanglement cal
lated from Eq.~19! is plotted in Fig. 3. We can see tha
E(uc&) does not dependent onu. This illustrates that unlike
the violation of the Bell’s inequality, the entanglement w
not be affected by local transformations. Therefore,
amount of entanglement for the states given by Eqs.~5! and
~10! are the same. This also implies that in the sense
characterization of the nonlocal properties, the amoun
entanglement defined by Eq.~18! is better than the CHSH
01231
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combination described by Eq.~15!. Thus it is desirable to
work out a feasible method to measure the amount of
tanglement.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we proposed a scheme to test Bell’s
equality and to measure the entanglement of two charge
bits in superconducting nanocircuits. We demonstrated
the parameters for these experiments are determined from
Q functions in phase space, which can be measured by th
currents through the probe junctions. The outcome for ev
experiment may be recorded, and thus the issue of detec
efficiency is replaced by detecting accuracy@8#. By using the
cavity QED technique, the entangled state of two charge
bits separated far away may be created. Consequently,
quite possible that both of the locality loophole and the e
ciency loophole can be closed in the same experiment
posed here.

Finally, we wish to make a few remarks on the difficultie
of experimental impelmentaion of the scheme.~1! Designing
the cavity QED to couple the charge qubits is necessary.
entanglement between two charge qubits was demonstr
in a recent experiment@14#, and a few quantum phenomen
such as stimulated emission and amplification in Joseph
junction arrays within the same high-Q oscillators, were also
reported@27#. However, it is still awaited to make the en
tangled state between the charge qubit and the single-ca
mode.~2! The distance between two cavities is enforced
the strict relativistic separation. Since the measurement t
is 64 ns in the experiment reported in Ref.@14# or may, in
principle, be even shorter with one order of the magnitu
@12#, it is estimated that the two cavities would have to
physically separated by 2–20 m, which can be realized w
current technology if the cavities are connected by the o
cal fibre@16,20#; the transmission of entanged state with t
distance of a few kilometers was already realized in quan
telepotation@28#. However, it is still very subtle and chal
lenging to couple the optical fibre to the cavity QED expe
mentally.

FIG. 3. DimensionlessE(uc&) as a function oft (1/a) and u.
The parameters are the same as those in Fig. 2.
5-5
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